Thank you for joining our virtual community discussion on November 10th, 2021. We have listed resources to further your learning on disability justice and to continue amplifying more voices in the disability community.

### Books to read
- *Brilliant Imperfection: Grappling with Cure* by Eli Clare
- *Skin, Tooth, and Bone: The Basis of Movement is Our People* by Sins Invalid
- *Crip Kinship: The Disability Justice & Art Activism of Sins Invalid* by Shayda Kafai
- *Care Work: Dreaming Disability Justice* by Leah Lakshmi Piepzna-Samarasinha
- *Disability Visibility: First-Person Stories from the Twenty-First Century* by Alice Wong

### Social media accounts to follow
- @diversability
- @healthjusticecommons
- @higher_priestess
- @mia.mingus
- @projectlets

### Podcasts to listen
- *Disability Matters* hosted by Joyce Bender
- *Disability After Dark* hosted by Andrew Gurza
- *The Accessible Stall* hosted by Kyle Khachadurian and Emily Ladau
- *Enabled Disabled Podcast* hosted by Gustavo Serafini
- *Disability Visibility* hosted by Alice Wong